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Marco teaching 40 min too slow, Keshe, balls fell from sky in Namibia and Brazil, man 

made material, special steel made by Iran, part of core, Iranian test flight must have 

failed,  Japanese Government tests say correct,  can make nuclear energy safe, change 

plutonium into gold and platinum,   Ready to fly in lab but Armand not see,   Magnetic 

field belts around planets,  Dark spots or sun flares, like when 129 Tesla created in Lab, 

when polarity changes on sun get flares,  Rings of Saturn,  Plasma works outside,   mixes 

of Nano different metals to make Gans,  How the eye works, the eye salt solution, earth 

inside out, how the MagGrav effects the emotions of man,  He carries the knowledge of 

Universe,  Landed last night with one leg coming down, Great step for mankind,   Cup of 

Life se in Star Formation, put out in the rain before use, all spectrums in Universe 

absorbed and atmosphere of earth, becomes tuned to layers which you use, even just 

breathing in them is same, he used them to over come poisoning, different formation 

different effects, receive emotional pattern of environment, What Christ said, "this is my 

Blood and my Body",  blood is emotional level of man, carries the wish of the man by 

what he wishes to receive,  Keshe gave Ellia the gift of knowledge equal to his, level of 

honesty between body and soul, those looking to Stone Henge find here, the formation 

similar to ancient stone structures, Look at Star of David, cups made in same batch to 

share, not normal caustic, they arrange themselves but setting comes when add water,  I 

pick a cup I need Cu, you same cup Zn, with this set you can reach Creator, it's 

Enlightenment not a voice, 12 different salts found when cremate, in Homeopathy, many 

are not found,  don't need tangibility to know, allow the people to play their game, by 

deception they affirm their existence,  Need to be straight forward, honest with self,  Ellie 

employed by Foundation,    

When you clean Gans from the salt stops the process, when take it out caustic grows until 

balance,  Have to give Technology to Children first get them started, if you bring the 

Love of God in your work you have already reached all mankind,  Keshe has the power 

to bring planet to halt, but what would it serve,  Secrecy is problem,  The religious people 

say they want to abolish slavery in physical, but remain slave underneath to religious 

people,  today's intelligence equal to prophets don't need them anymore,  

 


